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Chambers Asia Pacific 2011 acknowledges Lester Ross for the practice of Corporate/M&A:

International Law (China), Robert Woll for the practice of Private Equity: Venture Capital Investment

(China) and Tao Xu for the practice of Corporate/M&A: International Law (China) in its inaugural

edition of this guide to leading lawyers and law firms in Asia. Along with these individual rankings,

WilmerHale is also recognized by Chambers Asia Pacific in the practice of Corporate/M&A:

International Law (China).

Chambers lists lawyers and law firms based on independent market research into client service,

commercial awareness/astuteness, technical legal ability, professional conduct, commitment, and

diligence as well as qualities in which clients deem relevant. Chambers Asia Pacific 2011 results,

including rankings and editorial, will be launched on the Chambers & Partners website on February

25, 2011. In addition, the hard copy will be launched on February 24, 2011 in Beijing and February

28, 2011 in Hong Kong.

In honor of the lawyers and practice areas that are recognized in the 2011 edition, Chambers will

host the "Chambers Asia Pacific Awards 2011" in Kyoto, Japan.
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